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Abstract
The most important problems of dependency analysis are separated into three kinds of
dependencies: noun to verb dependency, verb to verb dependency and noun to noun
dependency. Recently, efficient methods have been developed for the first two problems.
However, the third problem, namely noun phrase analysis, has not yet been solved.
One of the most typical and important noun phrases in the Japanese language is the
expression “A B C” (similar to “A of B of C” in English), which is composed of three
nouns, A, B and C. In order to analyze this type of noun phrase, this paper proposes a
method to generate dependency rules automatically. In this method, semantic structures of
noun phrases are defined using a semantic attribute system which has recently been
developed by NTT Japan. 4 kinds of semantic dependency rules, one-dimensional,
two-dimensional, three-dimensional rules and exceptional rules were generated in the order of
generality using examples extracted from the corpus.
In the experiments, this method was applied to 10,000 Japanese noun phrases; 198 rules,
1,480 rules, 136 rules and 0 rules, respectively, were generated for each of the above 4 rule
groups. The generated rules were applied to the dependency analysis, resulting in an
accuracy rate of 85.8%.

1. Introduction
One of the most important problems in natural language processing is syntactic and
semantic ambiguities of expressions. Syntactic ambiguities of noun phrases, compound
nouns and the conjugative relation of predicates are considered to be the most difficult
problems in Japanese sentence analysis. On the other hand, in the case of semantic
analysis, the most important problem is how to determine the meaning of words,
especially nouns and verbs. There have been many studies (Kurohashi & Nagao 1992,
Shirai et al. 1995) concerning these problems. However, it has proven difficult to get good
results without using semantic information.
Currently, a semantic dictionary, "GoiTaikei-A Japanese Lexicon", has been developed
(Ikehara 1987, Ikehara et al. 1993) and published by Iwanami Shoten, Japan (Ikehara et al.
1997). In this dictionary, semantic uses of 400,000 Japanese words are defined using a
semantic attribute system (2,700 categories). Also, the 14,000 case frame pairs of
Japanese to English are defined for 6,000 Japanese verbs using semantic attributes. This
dictionary has made it possible to make correct correspondence between the meanings of
Japanese verbs and English verbs. This dictionary can also be used to determine
dependency relationships between verbs and nouns (Ikehara et al. 1993). However,
compared to the relationships between verbs and nouns, relationships between two or
more nouns are more complicated, and there is no good method for noun phrase analysis.
Fortunately, it is not beyond expectation to think that this dictionary can be applied to
the analysis of noun to noun relationships, because the semantic uses of a huge number of
nouns are precisely defined. Next, based on the semantic information defined in this
dictionary, this paper proposes a method to generate automatically dependency rules
between nouns in Japanese noun phrases with the particle "no" and evaluates the quality
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of the generated rules.
As for analysis of Japanese noun phrases, there are many researches, such as those to
decide dependency relationships using word co-occurrence information (Sasaki et al. 1995),
the method to obtain dependency probability between nouns in compound words using
semantic classes of words (Kobayashi 1996) and example-based translations for noun
phrases from Japanese to English (Sumita & Iida 1992). These conventional approaches
were based on the statistical method (Nagao 1984, Sato 1992), which requires a huge
number of examples. However, examples in corpus are usually very limited and yield only
sparse data so that it is difficult to get sufficient dependency rules.
In order to solve this problem, this paper uses semantic attributes instead of noun
words. In this method, first, noun phrase examples are collected from the corpus. Then,
after a person determines the dependency relationship, each noun in the examples is
replaced by its semantic attributes by referring to the Japanese Lexicon. This procedure
yields the semantic patterns for each noun phrase example. Then, these patterns are
statistically analyzed to obtain generalized dependency rules in the order of generality.
The obtained rules are then applied to the dependency analysis of the noun phrases in the
actual documents to evaluate their quality.

2. Semantic Structure of Expressions
2.1 Meanings of Noun Phrases
(1) Ambiguity of the Noun Phrases
Let us consider one of the most popular Japanese noun phrases, “A no B no C,” which
is composed of two "no" particles and three nouns, A, B and C. This kind of noun phrase
is similar to the English noun phrase, “A of B of C”. Here, let’s consider the dependency
relationship between the nouns A, B and C. In Japanese sentences, any word modifies
only a word following it. It does not modify a word preceding it. This is known as the
principle of forward modification in Japanese. The noun B always modifies the noun C in
this type of noun phrase, so that there are only two interpretations for the dependency
relationship of noun A, as shown in the following:
1) Case of A → B (& B → C) : b-dependency
Ex.) Reading: watasi-no haha-no namae
Noun phrase:
(name of my mother)
Ex.) Reading: yokushitsu- no datsuijou- no kabe
(wall of the dressing room of the bath)
Noun phrase:
2) Case of A → C (& B → C) : c-dependency
Ex.) Reading: watasi-no mukasi-no tomodachi
Noun phrase:
(my old friend)
Ex.) Reading: Tokyo-no suugaku-no kyoushi
Noun phrase:
(teacher of math in Tokyo)

Here, α → β represents the dependency relationship in which the noun a modifies
the noun β , and α and β are known simply as the dependent (or modifier) and the head
respectively. For brevity, the dependency relationships of 1) and 2) are simply called
b-dependency and c-dependency respectively.
(2) Semantic Distance of Nouns
One way of analyzing the dependency relationship between two nouns is to use the
distance between their meanings. The semantic distance between any two nouns can be
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calculated from the thesaurus, which is constructed based on inclusion relationships (is-a
relationship) and part-to-whole (has-a relationship). In this method, priority will be given to
the dependency relationship between the nouns which have a shorter distance. Let's look
at the following examples:
(a) Example of c-dependency
Reading: yakyuubu-no mae-no kantoku
(the previous manager of the baseball team)
Noun phrase:
(b) Example of b-dependency
Reading:
zou-no hana-no saki
(tip of an elephant’s nose)
Noun phrase:

In example (a), the thesaurus will give a has-a relationship between the noun A (
: baseball team) and the noun C (
: manager); thus the dependency relationship A
→ C (c-dependency) will be selected. In the case of (b), the thesaurus will give a has-a
relationship between the noun A ( : elephant) and the noun B ( : nose); thus the
dependency relationship A → B (b-dependency) will be selected.
However, as shown in (c) and (d), there are many case in which the thesaurus does
not give sufficient information to decide the dependency relationship:
(c) Example of c-dependency
Reading: watasi-no kiniro-no nekkuresu
Noun phrase:

(my gold-colored necklace)

(d) Example of b-dependency
Reading: yamazato-no fuyu-no sabisisa
(loneliness of winter in a mountain village)
Noun phrase:

There are many kinds of semantic relationships for the noun phrase, “A no B”. These
have already been studied and classified into about 80 categories (Shimazu et al. 1986,
1987, Tomiura et al. 1995) from the view point of linguistics. If we were able to use them,
we would be able to select a suitable pair from the two noun phrases, “A no B” and “A no
C”. However, it is difficult to decide the meanings by computer.
(3) Structural Meanings of Expressions
If we consider the relationship between the meanings and the structures of
expressions, we will find that the method that separates the noun phrase into “A no B”
and “A no C” does not always work well. According to the principle of compositional
semantics, the meanings of expressions can be considered as a function of their elements.
However, there are many cases in which this principle does not hold in natural languages.
In such cases, the structural meanings of expressions need to be considered. For example,
the next noun phrase is not separated into “A no”, “B no” and “C”, because the idiomatic
expression of “B no C” cannot be separated without losing the meanings.
Readings: nusutto-no nare-no
hate
(ruined state of a thief)
Japanese:
English : thief, of,
custom, of, end

In this case, “B no C” needs to be processed as a whole, not separated into parts.
Thus, also, in the generation of dependency rules for noun phrases, it is important to
distinguish the expressions that cannot be separated into parts without losing their
meanings from those that can be separated.
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2.2 The use of Semantic Attributes
(1) Description of Semantic Structure
Let us consider how to describe the semantic structure of noun phrases to define
dependency rules. Here, we assume that the noun phrases have no more modifiers and
the meaning is determined independently from the context. Then, the dependency
relationships between three nouns, A, B and C can be uniquely determined. If we can
collect examples from actual documents which include every pair of individual nouns,
these examples can be used as a rule to determine the dependency relationship.
But it is not possible to collect sufficient examples for every combination of three
nouns. In order to obtain generalized dependency rules from examples, one must replace
each noun in the examples by some kind of symbol, such as semantic marker or semantic
features. But, conventional systems of these symbols (Mizutani et al. 1983, Pollard et al.
1994, Matsumoto et al. 1997) are too coarse to define the semantic relationship without
losing the meaning.
Fortunately, the semantic dictionary, the Japanese Lexicon, has recently been
developed. In this dictionary, semantic uses of a huge number of words (400,000 words)
were defined by using a minute semantic attribute system (2,700 categories). It can be
expected that the semantic structures of noun phrases and their dependency relationships
can be defined correctly using this system.
(2) Outline of Semantic Attribute System
The Japanese Lexicon is comprised of the following: Semantic Attribute System,
Semantic Word Dictionary and Semantic Structure Dictionary for verbs. Characteristics of
the Semantic Attribute System are as follows:
a) General Noun Semantic Attribute System
This system defines the names of the semantic attributes of general nouns and their
relationships. As shown in Fig. 1, it has a tree structure with 2,700 categories and has
12 levels in depth. Links from upper nodes to lower nodes represent is-a relationship
or has-a relationship.

Fig. 1 General Nouns Attribute System (Upper 4 levels)
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b) Proper Noun Semantic Attribute System
The proper noun part of the above system is more minutely re-defined in this
system. It has a tree structure with 130 categories and depth of 9 levels.
In the Semantic Word Dictionary, semantic use of 400,000 Japanese nouns are defined
by using the above Semantic Attributes.

3. Dependency Rule Generation
3.1 Format and Types of Rules
(1) Format of Dependency Rules
Replacing the nouns A, B and C by their semantic attributes, semantic structures of
the noun phrases are obtained and dependency rules can be defined for each of them. Let
us represent the semantic structure of the noun phrase of “A no B no C” by (X, Y, Z).
Here, X, Y and Z represent the i. d. -numbers of the semantic attributes for the nouns A,
B and C. The dependency rules for the semantic structures (X, Y, Z) are denoted by (X, Y,
Z: D) as shown in Fig. 2.
(X, Y, Z: D): General form of dependency rules
X: a semantic attribute number of noun A, Y: a semantic attribute number of noun B
Z: a semantic attribute number of noun C
D: type of dependency relations (b: b-dependency, c: c-dependency)

Fig. 2 Format of Dependency Rules
Here, note that D means the dependency relationship, b-dependency or c-dependency.
When the attribute at the noun A position is defined as X in a rule, it means that the rule
can be applied to noun phrases in which the attribute of noun A belongs to node X or to
nodes lower than X that are connected to node X in the Semantic Attribute System.
(2) Types of Dependency Rules
Although nouns A, B and C were replaced by their semantic attributes, it turns out to
be nearly impossible to define the dependency relationships for every semantic structure
because of the number, which amounts to almost 2,7003. In order to reduce the rules for
actual use, further generalization will be needed. We can see the same problems in the
case of case frame learning (Utsuro et al. 1993, Almuiallim et al. 1994). But, conventional
methods could not give an accurate solution.
In this paper, we assumed that if the semantic attributes of the three nouns are given,
most of the dependency relationships can be uniquely determined. However, there will be
many cases in which all of the attributes of the three nouns are not necessarily required
to determine the dependency relationships. Next, we separate the rules into the following
4 groups:
1) One-dimensional Rules
This is the rule group defined by the semantic attributes of a single noun. In this
case, if one of the three semantic attributes is given, the dependency relationships are
uniquely determined independently from the other two nouns. Then, this group is
further classified into 3 groups based on the noun position, which has semantic
constraints.
2) Two-dimensional Rules
This is the rule group defined by the semantic attributes of two nouns. In this case,
if two of the three semantic attributes are given, the dependency relationships are
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uniquely determined independently from the
other noun. This group is further
classified into 3 groups based on the noun positions, which have semantic constraints.
3) Three-dimensional Rules
This is the rule group defined by the semantic attributes of all of three nouns.
4) Exceptional Rules
This is the group for which dependency relationships cannot be determined by the
relations of semantic attributes. In this case, dependency rules are defined using word
face for each noun.
In the definition of dependency rules, semantic attribute number “0” represents the
root node, which includes all of the nouns. This means that no constraint exists for the
noun represented by the number “0” in the dependency rules. Thus, the rule’s forms for
the above 4 groups will be as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Format of one-dimensional rules
Format of two-dimensional rules
Format of three-dimensional rules
Format of exceptional rules

(X, 0, 0: D), (0 ,Y , 0: D), (0, 0, Z: D)
(X, Y, 0: D), (0, Y, Z: D), (X, 0, Z: D)
(X, Y, Z: D)
(A, B, C: D)

(3) Order of Rule Generation
Assuming that the rules are applied in the order of generation when applying the
generated rules to dependency analysis, the rules are generated in the order of lower
dimensional rules to higher dimensional rules. And every time that rules are extracted
from the noun phrase data, the data used for the rule generation are deleted. For example,
after one-dimensional rules are extracted, the data used for them are deleted from the
learning data set and two-dimensional rule sets are extracted from the remainder. In this
way, the total number of rules will be reduced without decreasing the accuracy of the
rules.
3.2 Rule Generalization
(1) One-dimensional Rule Generation
Prepare the trees of the Semantic Attribute System for each noun A, B and C. Give
value sets (m i, n i) to each node of these trees. The example of the case of the first
noun A is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Extraction of One— dimensional Rules
Here, m i and n i represent the frequencies of examples for b-dependency and
c-dependency respectively, in which the semantic attribute #i is used. These values can
easily be obtained from the learning examples.
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If m i and n i are calculated from a sufficient number of example data, it is assured
that one-dimensional rules exist at the nodes where either one of m i and n i is zero. On
the contrary, there is no one-dimensional rule at the node j where neither of these are
zero. For example, the node #i, where m i ≠ 0 and n i = 0, yields the dependency rule (i,
0, 0: b). On the other hand, the node #j where m j =0 and n j ≠ 0 yields the dependency
rule (j, 0, 0 : c). No rule is generated from the nodes k where m k ≠ 0 and n k ≠ 0; these
nodes are left for extraction by two-dimensional rules or three-dimensional rules. Here,
note that there is no need to generate a rule from the position q where mq =0 and nq =0.
As far as not losing accuracy is concerned, the more general and smaller number is
the better for dependency rules. Taking notice that an upper node semantically includes
lower nodes in the Semantic Attribute System, the rules can in many cases be generalized
by adding the lower node values to the upper node value.

Fig. 4 Generalization of One- dimensional Rules
Fig. 4 shows the generalization method for the case where node #j and node #k have
the same parent node #i. Example (a) shows that the three dependency rules, (#i, 0, 0:
b), (#j, 0, 0: b) arid (#k, 0, 0: b) can be reduced to one dependency rule, (#i, 0, 0: b). And
example (b) also shows that the three dependency rules, (#i, 0, 0: c), (#j, 0, 0: c) and (#k,
0, 0: c) can be reduced to dependency rule, (#i, 0, 0: c).
The same goes for Semantic Attribute Systems for noun B and noun C; and
dependency rules (0, #i, 0: b) and (0, #i, 0: c) can be obtained for the noun B and (0, 0,
#i: b) and (0, 0, #i: c) for the noun C.
(2) Two-dimensional Rule Generation
Dependency relationships can be determined by the semantic attributes of two of
three nouns. Let us consider a case in which the nouns A and B have semantic
constraints. The matrix tables as shown in Fig. 5 are used.
Here, line #i and column #j represent i. d.-numbers of the semantic attributes of
and n i j
noun A and B respectively. And in the matrix, elements (m i j, n i j), m i j
represent the frequency of b-dependency and c-dependency, respectively.
Similarly to the case of one-dimensional rules, two-dimensional rules are generated as
shown below. If m i j and n i j are calculated from a sufficient number of example data, it
is assured that two-dimensional rules can be generated from the matrix elements where
one of the values of m i j and n i j is zero. On the contrary, there is no two-dimensional
rule generated at the elements where neither of these are zero.
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Fig. 5 Extraction of Two-dimensional Rules
Thus, if we consider the matrix for the pair of noun A and noun B, dependency rules
(#i, #j, 0: b) are obtained from the matrix element of #i and #j where m i j =£ 0 and n i j
=0. Also, dependency rules (#j, #k, 0: c) are obtained from the matrix element j and k
where m j k = 0 and n j k ≠ 0.
The rule generalization can be conducted as shown in Fig. 6 similar to one-dimensional
rules.

Fig. 6 Generalization of Two- dimensional Rules
(3) Three-dimensional Rule Generation
Three-dimensional rules are obtained from the three-dimensional array in a fashion
similar to the case of two-dimensional rules. Rules (#i, #j, #k: D) are extracted from the
array element (m i j k, n i j k) where either value is zero. Rule generalization is also
performed in the same way.
(4) Exceptional Rule Generation
In the above three kinds of rule extraction, the noun phrase examples that had been
used were deleted from the learning data set. The remainder of the examples conform the
exceptional rule set. Each example of the remainder corresponds to an exceptional rule.
(5) Cut off values
Let’s consider the reliability of generated rules. The lower dimensional rule covers the
wider range so that the lower dimensional rule which are generated from small number of
examples will decrease the accuracy of dependency analysis. Then, we use cut off value
γ for the above procedure such that no rule is generated from the node which has less
than γ examples.
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4. Experimental Evaluation
4.1 Procedure of Experiments
First of all, the example data set of 10,000 noun phrases was extracted from the 100
novels (9 million words) in Sinchou Bunko using the morphological analysis program
ALT-JAWS (NTT 1996). Not only were semantic attributes determined for each of the
nouns A, B and C included in the noun phrases listed in "A Japanese Lexicon", but correct
dependency relationships were also determined for each example.
The experiments were conducted by cross-validation method as follows. First, the
collected examples were separated into 9,000 examples (the learning set) for the
dependency rule generation and 1,000 examples (the test set) for the dependency analysis
experiment. Second, according to the proposed method, dependency rules were generated
from the learning set in the order of one-, two-, three-dimensional rules and exceptional rules.
Notice that every time when one-, two- and three-dimensional rules are generated, the
examples used for each rule generation are deleted and the examples left behind these
three processes are classified as exceptional rules. Third, the obtained rules were applied
to the dependency analysis of the test set in the same order of the rule generations. This
procedure was repeated ten times, changing the learning set and the test set.
In this experiment, cut off value are set 10, 2 and 1 for one-, two- and three dimensional
rule generation respectively. And, when there was no generated rule to be applied in the
dependency analysis, default rule (b-dependency preference) was applied.

4.2 Results and Observations
Table 1 shows the number of dependency rules generated and the results of
dependency analysis by using them.

(1) Dependency Rule Generation
From Table 1, the results of the rule generations are summarized as follows:
1) Total number of rules within the three dimensional rules which can be defined by
using semantic attributes amount to about 1,800.
2) The number of two-dimensional rules is high compared to the other rule groups.

3) There are 136 rules which are defined by using all of three semantic attributes.
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It is considered that these rules are generated from the noun phrases that the
compositional semantics does not hold.
4) There was no exceptional rule generated. This means that all of the rules for
dependency analysis, in this case, were represented by using the Semantic
Attribute System.
(2) Dependency Analysis
As for dependency analysis, the following observation can be obtained:
1) Most of the noun phrases (cover ratio is 89.8%) were analyzed by using the
generated rules.
2) The accuracy of the one-dimensional rules and the two-dimensional rules was
almost the same. However, the accuracy rate of three-dimensional rules was low.
This means that the accuracy rates of rules depend on the amount of examples
used to generate each of them. The average accuracy rate of these three rule
group was 88.0%.
3) No generated rule was applied to 10.2% of the noun phrases then the default rule
was applied to them. The accuracy rate of this rule (66.6%) was the lowest.
Thus, the final accuracy rate including default rule was 85.8%.
There were many examples included in the data set for which even humans could not
uniquely determine the dependency relationships. It is important to notice that the
ambiguous portion of this type of noun phrase amounts to almost 10%. Next, majority
decision was adopted as the method for determining the correct answer in the experiment.
Given these conditions, we can say that the accuracy rate of 85.8% is high and accurate
rule sets can be obtained by the proposed method.

5. Concluding Remarks
An automatic dependency rule generation method for noun phrases of the form “A no
B no C” has been proposed. This is one of the most typical of the noun phrases in
Japanese that have ambiguities in their dependency relationships. In this method, taking
the importance of structural meanings of expressions into consideration, semantic
structures for noun phrases were defined using the precise semantic attribute system, and
four kinds of dependency rules were automatically generated in the order of generality
from the examples.
As the results of applying this method to 10,000 noun phrases, 198 rules, 1,480 rules,
136 rules and 0 rules were generated for one-dimensional, two-dimensional,
three-dimensional rules and exceptional rules respectively. Dependency analysis
experiments were conducted using these rules, resulting in an accuracy rate of 85.8%.
It is expected that this method can be applied to the dependency rule generation of
other types of noun phrases, such as “A to B to C” (similar to “A and B and C” in English),
“A to B no C” (“C of A and B”) and “adjective + A no/to B” (adjective + A and/of B).
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